
 

 

 
 

TRUFAST ROOFING ADHESIVE PRESSURE TANKS ARE NOW LOW GWP 
TRUFAST is a Trusted Partner for Commercial Roofing Fasteners, Adhesives & Accessories 
 

BRYAN, OH – TRUFAST, a division of Altenloh, Brinck & Co. US, Inc., is announcing 
a formula change to its roofing adhesive sold in pressurized tanks. This form of 
roofing adhesive used to contain a blowing agent called hydrofluorocarbons 
(HFC), which allow the polyurethane to change from a solid into foam, providing 
the adhesive with both its form and function. Several states adopted restrictive 
regulations concerning the use of HFC’s. Trufast Roofing Adhesive Tanks are now 
regulation compliant in all 50 states. 

Measuring Global Warming Potential (GWP) 

Across much of North America, regulators have introduced requirements to gradually eliminate HFCs, and limit 
their use, thus reducing their impact on the environment. The measurement basis for these regulations is called 
Global Warming Potential (GWP). With carbon dioxide as the reference gas (assigned the number 1), 
researchers compare the impact different gasses have on the atmosphere. The higher the GWP number, the 
greater the possibility of a gas warming the earth in comparison to carbon dioxide. 

Low GWP Pressurized Adhesive 

Low GWP pressurized spray adhesive provides the same excellent adhesion without harmful HFCs. Not only 
does this formulation meet changing government requirement, but it also performs exactly as the previous 
adhesive. Reducing the global warming potential of the substances we use in building projects will help reduce 
the impact we are having on our atmosphere. Contractors and building owners can now feel confident when 
using low GWP adhesive for low-slope commercial roofing applications. 

# # # 

Founded in 1981 in Bryan, Ohio, the TRUFAST began manufacturing and distributing unique and better performing 
fastening solutions for the commercial roofing industry. As its product offering grew to include other engineered fastening 
solutions and accessories, the TRUFAST brand developed a reputation for high-quality products and outstanding customer 
service. The company was acquired by Altenloh, Brinck & Co. US, Inc., in 2005 and remains a strong brand in the ABC US 
organization. 

For more information about TRUFAST, visit www.trufast.com. 
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